Cruise Among Haida Tlingit Villages
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remarkable journey to alaska, british columbia & haida gwaii - we will be joined by a haida interpreter
for our days among the islands, wildlife and cultural sites. in the haida ancestral town of old massett, we are
invited into a home of a local carver for a feast of traditional foods and dance. meet haida artists and see their
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will be joined by two haida interpreters for our days among the islands, wildlife and cultural sites. in the haida
ancestral town of old massett, we are invited into a home of a local carver for a feast of traditional foods and
dance. meet haida artists and see their workshops. visit the haida heritage center at kay llnagaay to learn
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the rugged southeastern coast represents some of nature’s best work. the intricate waterways of the inside
passage, dotted with thousands of islands, big and small.
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